ABSTRACT Self-excited induction generator (SEIG) has received a lot of attentions for its increasing application in distributed generation systems with the essential feature of low cost. To analysis, the dynamic and transient performance of SEIG, several modifications of the mathematical models have been developed for improving the regulation of voltage and frequency. But these models are still complicated to be used in practice. Based on the transient equivalent circuit, a reduced-order model of SEIG with complex transformation in the two-phase stationary reference frame is realized for the transient analysis of voltage build-up. In this simplified model, the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial with multi-timescale time constants are proposed. Moreover, the physical interpretation of system transient behavior with the reconstructed time constants is established and visualized. Particularly, the upper and lower limits of the capacitance and speed for the SEIG with different parameters variation are simulated and analyzed respectively. The validation and the accuracy of the SEIG model are verified for the transient analysis of the voltage build-up. It is proved that the reduced-order model can be effectively used to insight the dynamic stability of SEIG voltage build-up with the multi-timescale.
I. INTRODUCTION
With increasing demand for the amounts of electricity from the potential distributed energy in wind, hydropower, biomass, and tidal, self-excited induction generator (SEIG) is becoming a popular dynamo which has the advantages of lower maintenance demands and relatively simplified controls in conjunction with the different prime movers for effective utilization of these renewable energy sources [1] . The challenges of using SEIG are the quality control of the power out, i.e. voltage and frequency when driven by the intermittent energy resources. Therefore, more attentions have been drawn on improving the voltage, frequency, and regulating the power quality of SEIG-based distributed genThe associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Canbing Li. eration system, especially its stabilization and the influence factors [2] - [5] .
SEIG is commonly a kind of induction machine with squirrel cage or wound rotor [6] . The doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) is conveniently applied in variable speed operation, the permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) has the value of the higher efficiency, but the SEIG is more attractive in small scale conversion system for the benefit of cost-effective, less maintenance, sturdiness, and durableness [7] , [8] . Nevertheless, SEIG is a typical nonlinear system coupled with the complicated characteristic as high order, strong coupling, multivariable, and time varying, which limits further research on its dynamic and transient characteristic. Thus, further studies into the characteristics of SEIG is necessary, and the appropriate modeling methods needed to be provided to investigate the transient behavior and improve the voltage and frequency regulation of SEIG for the cost-effective utilization [9] , [10] .
Based on the well-known transformation method with reference-frame theory, the complexity of electric machine model can be reduced readily [11] . Although the rotor position-dependent variables in the induction machine can be both described by the static and synchronous rotating reference frame, parts of the cross-coupled term in the voltage and flux equations are still baffled the further development in the analysis and application. Compared to the generalized fifthorder model of linear magnetic system, an E-model concept of third-order model which ignored the transient characteristics is developed for describing large wind turbines to avoid the complete representation with the conventional complex transient model [12] . By neglecting the quantities of stator resistant and differential item of stator flux, a third model of DFIG with electromotive force is represented to capture the main electro-mechanical dynamics which similar to the fifth-order model in the large power plants [13] . Additionally, a simple first-order model is discussed in the literature for designing controller with the assumption that the response of current control is faster than the transient variation of generator stability, but the major disadvantage of this model is hard to further reflect the transient characteristics of power system. Seventh-order model of cascaded doubly fed induction generator (CDFG) is simplified by neglecting the electric transients and flux magnitude of rotor [14] , and the full order model of double-cage induction generator (DCIG) is reduced by neglecting the transient of fluxes in two sequence equations [15] , but the integrity of dynamic characteristic and stability in the generator are both compromised.
Prior to the advent of effective tool, the full order model of three phase cage induction generator without reference-frame transformation is developed by several six-order matrices and state space equations, but the complexity of analysis procedure and computational process are considerable [16] . A modified polynomial equation of induced electromotive force (EMF) versus reactance characteristic with six-order is presented to analysis SEIG system using linear search and binary search algorithms, and the lengthy derivations of design and development are avoided. However, based on the nodal admittance of the steady-state equivalent circuit to approximate the dynamics of SEIG system, the reducedorder model still suffered from the shortage of transient features [17] . A systematic comparison of the full model and the simplified model with linear magnetic is presented with the simulation and experiment, results confirmed that full model is more accurate than the simplified model, because the simplified model involved an approximation to the complex dynamic behavior [18] . The impedance equation of SEIG steady-state model with the graph theory is investigated to calculate the approximate value of SEIG stability boundary with differential evolution algorithm, but the corresponding relationship between the mechanism among inherent parameters of SEIG system and the stability are not described in detail [19] . A state-space linearized model and its characteristic polynomial of SEIG transient equivalent circuit with magnetic saturation is established in compact form. The eigenvalues of the linearized models and the full models are calculated to compare for the differences. However, the corresponding model of system and its computation is still intricate [20] .
The regulation of voltage and the stability in the voltage build-up process of SEIG are sensitively affected by excitation capacitance, rotor speed, and the variation of motor parameters and load [21] , [22] . It is essential to ensure, the appropriate value of capacitor is basic essential for the SEIGbased system to self excitation [23] , [24] , which provided the lagging magnetizing reactive power to maintain the air gap flux linkage of induction machine between the stator and rotor [25] . In order to keep the terminal voltage constant in the SEIG system, a Newton-Raphson approach with a cubic law equation which roughly fitted the experimental measurements curve is implemented to calculate the appropriate values of capacitor [26] . Owing to the advanced static compensator (STATCOM) and the developed mathematical model with proposed controller, the required reactive power is adjusted to maintain the terminal voltage of SEIG system [27] ; and the capability of the low voltage ride through (LVRT) for integration of wind turbines into the grid is enhanced [28] . Meanwhile, the voltage and frequency of SEIG-based system with three renewable sources can be controlled well by integrating a converter with adaptive sliding mode control (ASMC) [29] .
The full order of SEIG system which can be reduced by the Hurwitz criterion in state-space with six-order matrix is derived to calculate the range of capacitor values and the eigenvalues of stability for self-excitation [30] . Furthermore, the equivalent transfer function with complex root locus rules is discussed to reveal the dynamics of the balanced threephase SEIG system [31] . Nevertheless, these reduced-order models of SEIG have less physical interpretation for further revealing the inherent transient and dynamic characteristics of the system. Although some low-order models were developed and tested in order to replace the high-order and transient models to reduce computation time, the physical meaning problem related to the dynamic processes and the parameters variation with spontaneous self-excitation are lost in these simplified models. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out further study into this area.
The aim of this research is to develop a more compact reduced-order model with four reconstructed time constants to insight more transient behaviors of SEIG system, reduce the complexity for calculating the excitation capacitance range, and evaluate the relation of the parameter variations of induction machine and the stability. Meanwhile, the characteristic polynomial of SEIG state space equation can be decoupled with the multi-timescale time constants for comprehension and physical interpretation. Finally, the proposed strategy and visualized signal flow diagram can provide a concise tool for the analysis of the dynamic characteristics of SEIG system. 
II. FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS A. REDUCED-ORDER SEIG MODEL
Based on the reference-frame theory [11] , the space vector theory [32] , and the advanced modeling technique with complex transformation [33] , a compact mathematics model of three phase symmetric induction machine in the two-phase stationary reference frame is established by neglecting the effects of hysteresis, eddy currents, and magnetic saturation. Among them, the cross-coupled term of the voltage and flux equation in the model can be eliminated effectively.
where stator voltage vector u s of asynchronous motor, stator current vector i s , rotor current i r , stator flux vector ψ s , and rotor flux vector ψ r are defined by:
Based on the instantaneous power theory, the imaginary notation j is a complex number that reflecting the orthogonal relationship of motor state variables and revealing the physical meaning of reactive power in electrical systems [34] . With the assumed direction of stator and rotor current, the transient equivalent circuit of SEIG which composed of shunt excitation capacitor under no-load is shown in Fig. 1 . where the leakage inductance L ls and L lr are defined as:
As the direction of positive current for the transient equivalent circuits depicted in the Fig. 1 , the dynamic differential equation of excitation capacitor with complex coefficient in the two-phase static reference frame can be derived as:
By substituting the stator flux vector and the rotor current vector from (2) to (1), the compact differential equations of induction motor are yield as:
where,
B. MULTI-TIMESCALE SEIG MODEL
From reduced-order model (7) and the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial (9) , it can be seen that the real and imaginary coefficients are both comprised with the inherent parameters of the SEIG system. Furthermore, the imaginary coefficients are directly related to the angular velocity of the generator rotor.
The time constants of excitation capacitor and rotor time are inherent in SEIG. With the transient stator time constant τ s and equivalent resistance R m were obtained from [35] , the transient air gap time constant τ m and transient capacitance time constant τ c is further defined in this research. As a result, a whole time constant table of SEIG is listed in Table 1 . With the proposed four time constants in the Table 1 , the differential equations of excitation capacitor in (5) and induction motor model (6) can be both rewritten as
Taking the stator voltage vector, stator current vector and rotor flux vector as state variables from (7) and (8), the reduced-order model of SEIG system with four time constants in time domain is derived as:
Once there is not external voltage or current input to the build-up process of voltage, the model of SEIG system can be regarded as the autonomous system to analysis. Therefore, according to the stability criterion of the autonomous system [30] , the solution of SEIG characteristic polynomial equation can be written as
where, the real and imaginary coefficients of SEIG characteristic polynomial equation are:
With the sufficient and necessary conditions of Routh stability criterion which are extended in the complex field, the critical analytical solution for the upper and lower limits of the capacitance in SEIG system can be figured out directly by the time constant of capacitor in (10) . Furthermore, the simplified coefficients of characteristic polynomial can be all represented by the four defined time constants. It is worth noting that, the real and imaginary parts of each polynomial coefficient are both containing the identical constant term at the same time, such as a 1 and b 1 both include the time constants of τ s , τ m , and τ r , as well as a 0 and b 0 containing τ c and τ s . The real part of the characteristic polynomial is independent to the rotor speed, whereas the imaginary part on the contrary. In the same order of the time scale, the same cross-coupled term of the different time constant is revealing the physical mechanism of the rotation between the rotor and stator, which interpreting the basic essential of SEIG voltage build-up. Thus, the signal flow diagram of SEIG transient performance with the multi-timescale time constants is described in Fig. 2 . From Fig. 2 , the detailed multi-timescale signal flow graph is visualized with the four time constants and the characteristic polynomial. With the mechanical energy from the prime mover input to the rotor, the stator current of induction motor is drawn from the terminal excitation capacitor to create transient air gap flux linkage at first. Then, the raised stator current is feedback to strengthen the flux linkage of rotor. Finally, the stator current would be established continuously through the rotating flux linkage of rotor The positive feedback loop of stator current is reinforced by the terminal excitation capacitor and rotor flux linkage, which reveals the essential interpretation of SEIG voltage build-up. With the proposed signal flow diagram, the complexity for analyzing the critical transient stability of SEIG is reduced. At the same time, the effective relation for interpreting the physical significance of the proposed SEIG model and the polynomial coefficient expression is also characterized in Fig. 2 , which will benefit for improving the voltage and frequency regulation of SEIG in further utilization.
C. NUMERICAL CASE STUDY
In order to investigate the relationship for the variation of different time constants with the stability boundary of SEIG voltage build-up process, a sample calculation of SEIG with no load are developed in MATLAB R2017b (MATLAB R2017b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
For comparing and verifying the correctness and the accuracy of the proposed reduced-order SEIG model, the configuration of induction machine which calculated in this case study is the same as [36]- [38] . Specify parameters are summarized in Table 2 . The characteristic of the mutual inductance and the excitation current is a nonlinear relationship. In the initial transient process of SEIG voltage built-up, the excitation current is far less than the rated value and the mutual inductance has not reached the saturation region yet. Therefore, the mean value of the mutual inductance is set to 0.3754 H in this study. In order to analyze the stability of SEIG voltage build-up process, it is assumed that the generator is driven by a prime mover at different steady speed to calculate the corresponding critical values.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to the sufficient and necessary conditions of Routh stability criterion within the complex field from (6) to (10) above, the critical lower and upper limit results of capacitance for SEIG voltage build-up with rated speed are obtained by the proposed multi-timescale reduced-order model and compared to the results from [36]- [38] .
According to the methods in [36]-[38] which are based on the six-order state-space model and its complex higher-order polynomials, the procedure for solving the lower and upper limits of the capacitance would be intricate and time consuming by comparing to the proposed three-order model and strategy. From the results shown in Table 3 , it can be seen that the accuracies of the results from the other models in [36]-[38] are from 0.015 % to 2.59 %. The more precise results from this research showed that, the effectiveness of the reduced-order model for analyzing the transient stability of SEIG voltage build-up is proved
In order to investigate the sensitivity for the accuracy of results in Table 3 , the simulation of SEIG three-phase output voltage with different critical upper and lower limits of the capacitance in the time domain are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 .
With the residual magnetism in the rotor, the initial three phase output voltage of SEIG operating at rated mechanical angular velocity is mainly determined by excitation capacitance. The initial output voltage with critical lower capacitance is 91 V, as well as 19 V with critical upper capacitance. Based on the well-known stability theory, the three-phase output voltages of SEIG with terminal excitation capacitance will maintain a constant value. In contrast to other methods, the calculated results from the simulation of SEIG voltage build-up process are more accurate with the proposed strategy as seen in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4(b) . Once the capacitance value is changed slightly from the real critical value in other models, the final transient performances of SEIG initial output voltage are diverged to 77 V and 36 V within the 120 seconds results of simulation respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4(a) .
To further verify the accuracy of the results with the proposed reduced-order model, simulations of variations around the critical upper and lower limits of the capacitance are given in the following Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . When the excitation capacitance is out of the critical range in Table 3 , the three-phase output voltages of SEIG system are decayed in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 6(b) , which cause the operation of SEIG is failed to start in the end.
Reversely, as shown in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 6(a) , as long as the excitation capacitances are larger than the critical lower capacitance and smaller than the critical upper capac- itance respectively, the steady voltage build-up process of SEIG is guaranteed. Notice that, this study is focus on the initial transient state of voltage built-up process, the excitation current of SEIG is far less than the rated current, as well as the mutual inductance unreached the saturation region. Therefore, without the limitation of the magnetic saturation effect and the iron losses, the final output voltages of SEIG will be increasing continuously, as shown in Fig. 5(b) .
With the instantaneous power theory, the results of simulations from Fig. 3 to Fig. 6 show the real part of polynomial coefficient in (10) involves the amplitude dimension of the SEIG stability boundary, as well as the imaginary part is closely correlated with the phase dimension. For further revealing the relationship of the proposed time constants and the coefficients of characteristic polynomial, specify calculation results from (10) and Table 2 are shown in Table 4 .
From Table 4 , it can be seen that the time constant of excitation capacitance is 24 times fast than the stator, and the stator time constant is 17 times fast than the air gap, as well as the rotor is 2 times slower than air gap. Similar to the real coefficients of characteristic polynomial, each part of the time constant is one magnitude smaller than the other, both representing a similar gradient relation of multi-timescale.
In Table 1 , the coefficients of the characteristic polynomials can be represented by the four time constants in (10) . Therefore, the analysis for the transient stability of SEIG voltage build-up can be simplified to the four time constants. Finally, the critical upper and lower capacitance of SEIG is just related to the terminal capacitor time constant. As comparison between the calculated results of four time constants in Table 4 , the respond time of capacitance time constant is shortest one. As a result, the multi-timescale relation of the time constants reveals that the value of excitation capacitance has the most significant impact on the three-phase output voltage of SEIG system. Particularly those accurate critical values of the excitation capacitance are crucial for the stability analysis of SEIG voltage build-up process, which are shown in Fig. 3 to Fig. 6 . Table 1 shown that, the other time constants are combined with the inherent parameters of induction motor. To analyze the influence on the variation of motor parameters, the charts of critical excitation capacitance with different angular velocity are presented in Fig. 7 to Fig. 9 .
It is noted that, while the value of excitation capacitance is designed between the curve of the upper and lower capacitance, the instability of the SEIG self-excitation is eliminated. Therefore, the trends for analyzing the stability boundary of SEIG are developed by the changing variations of motor parameter around 50 percent. As depicted in the Fig. 7 , the red line indicates the performance for the rated resistance of the motor, and the other lines related to the value of resistance increases and decreases 50%. As the results from Fig. 7(a) , the peak of upper critical capacitance is sensitive to the variation of stator resistance, but the critical lower capacitance is independent from it. Unlike the influence of stator resistance, the variation of rotor resistance changes the angular velocity of the upper capacitance in Fig. 7(b) .
According to the variation of the stator and rotor leakage inductance, the results of the Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) are almost the same. Therefore, the influence of leakage inductance variation is insensitive.
As the curve depicted in Fig. 9 , the lines of the lower capacitance and the upper capacitance are both influenced by the mutual inductance. Moreover, the lower angular velocity of critical capacitance is also sensitive to the mutual inductance. And, more remarkably, there are some lower speed requirements in the Fig. 7 to Fig. 9 for building up the voltage of SEIG system. Under the lower speed, the operation of SEIG system is failed with any excitation capacitance.
To summarize, the dynamic process of SEIG voltage build-up with different time scales are presented and compared, with insight of the regularity and physical concept of SEIG with multi-timescale constants. Furthermore, the efficiency and the accuracy analysis of SEIG with the reduced-order model are verified by the calculation and simulations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a novel strategy for reducing the order of SEIG model to further insight the dynamic performance of the voltage build-up process. Main contributions and conclusions can be drawn as follows:
(1) A three-order of SEIG state equation without load is proposed and verified. The complexity of computation (3) The precise boundary curve for determining the lower and upper limit of SEIG capacitance are given with the angular velocity from zero to rated value, which is convenient for optimizing the cost-effective excitation capacitor to stabilize the three-phase output voltage.
(4) The detailed signal flow diagram of reduced-order model with four timescale constants is visualized, and the mechanism and physical significance is further interpreted for boosting the scope of the SEIG transient behavior.
The results show that the proposed strategy is an effective tool for designing and evaluating the performance of SEIG system.
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